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Abstract: In many supply networks, the retailers are reluctant to share 
information about demand and inventory level to the vendor. This might lead to 
many difficulties for the vendor in establishing his own order/production plan. 
Vendor managed inventory (VMI) policy can help to solve that problem. By 
applying VMI, information sharing is not really a problem for the vendor 
anymore and this policy have been proven to help reduce total inventory cost as 
well as improve customer service level in the supply network. In this research, 
a VMI model for the system with one vendor and multiple retailers will be 
developed. The main target of the model is to determine the retailer’s lot size, 
the vendor’s lot size, the retailer cycle time, and the number of replenishments 
in a vendor cycle so as to minimise the total system cost. For solution purpose, 
simulation-optimisation technique using genetic algorithm is employed to help 
find optimal solutions for the decision variables. Numerical experiments are 
conducted to show the applicability of the proposed model. Sensitivity analysis 
is also conducted to examine the effects of some input parameters on the 
optimal solution. 

Keywords: vendor managed inventory; VMI; simulation-optimisation; genetic 
algorithm. 
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1 Introduction 

In a supply chain with asymmetric information system, vendor does not know inventory 
level at retailer. In such a supply chain, supply chain members have their own inventory 
control policies and they do not share their inventory information (Lee and Billington, 
1992). 

To overcome this pitfall, vendor managed inventory (VMI) can be seen as a way to 
help optimise inventory control in supply chain system. VMI becomes an interesting 
topic since Wal-Mart and Procter and Gamble successfully implemented VMI in the late 
1980. VMI applications have successfully helped to reduce cost and to improve customer 
service level. VMI has also been successfully applied by many US companies, such as 
Johnson & Johnson. In another part of the world, Barila, a European company which 
produces pasta, also employed VMI (Waller et al., 1999). 

Some research works have been done related to VMI environment. Research works 
on VMI have grown from one vendor-one retailer system into one vendor – multiple 
retailers system. Deterministic and stochastic demands have been considered in various 
VMI research works. VMI models with deterministic demand have been developed as a 
preliminary model for developing VMI models with stochastic demand. The 
deterministic demand models are important to study the basic interactions between the 
vendor and the retailer(s), while the stochastic models are developed to meet customer 
stochastic demands. The VMI models with one vendor and one retailer should be  
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extended into VMI models with one vendor and multiple retailers. It is needed due to the 
fact that a lot of suppliers deal with multiple retailers. 

Related to VMI models with one vendor and one retailer system, there are some 
research works that have been conducted in this area. Dong and Xu (2002), Yao et al. 
(2007a, 2007b), Vlist et al. (2007), Pasandideh et al. (2011), Hariga and Al-Ahmari 
(2013) and Nia et al. (2015) developed various VMI models with one vendor and one 
retailer system under deterministic demand. On the other hand, Kim (2004), Wang 
(2009), Xu and Leung (2009), Kiesmuller and Broekmeulen (2010), Lee and Ren (2011), 
and Lu et al. (2015) proposed various VMI models with one vendor and one retailer 
system under stochastic demand. There are two fundamental questions related to VMI 
replenishment decisions. The first question is when to deliver to the downstream member 
and the second question is how large the product quantity to be delivered in one 
replenishment. 

Related to VMI models with one vendor and multiple retailers system, Lu (1995), 
Viswanathan and Piplani (2001), Woo et al. (2001), Zhang et al. (2007), Nachiappan and 
Jawahar (2007), Yu et al. (2009a, 2009b), Zavanella and Zanoni (2009), Sadeghi et al. 
(2014a), Darwis and Odah (2010), Almehdawe and Mantin (2010), Chen et al. (2010), 
Shao et al. (2011), Sue-Ann et al. (2012), Yu et al. (2012), Hariga et al. (2013, 2014), 
Pasandideh et al. (2014), and Mateen and Chatterjee (2015) developed various VMI 
models with one vendor and multiple retailers system under deterministic demand. Also, 
Banerjee and Banerjee (1994), Cachon (2001), Egri and Váncza (2013), Mutlu and 
Cetinkaya (2010), Wong et al. (2009), Zhao et al. (2010), Rad et al. (2014), Choudhary 
and Shankar (2015), and Mateen et al. (2015) proposed various VMI models with one 
vendor and multiple retailers system under stochastic demand. 

In Darwish and Odah (2010) research work, the authors developed a VMI model with 
one vendor and multiple retailers system under deterministic demand. In their research, 
the vendor replenishes retailers at the same time and the product quantities to be 
delivered to retailers are constant. In reality, customer demands are stochastic. Hence, 
there is a need to extend Darwish and Odah (2010) research work by considering 
stochastic demand. Therefore, this research proposes a VMI model with one vendor and 
multiple retailers under stochastic demand in which the vendor replenishes the retailer at 
the same time and the product quantities to be delivered to the retailers are constant. In 
details, we will develop a VMI model for one vendor and multiple retailers system under 
stochastic demand using (t, q) policy in which a fixed amount q will be delivered to the 
retailer in each retailer’s replenishment cycle of length t. This research is an extension of 
the research conducted by Pramudyo and Luong (2015, In Press) which dealt with the 
one vendor – one retailer system. 

The remaining parts of this paper are arranged as follows. In Section 2, literature 
review on VMI models for one vendor-multiple retailers system will be presented.  
In Section 3, mathematical models will be developed. Section 4 will explain how 
simulation-optimisation technique using genetic algorithm is employed to find optimal 
solutions. Section 5 presents numerical experiments to illustrate the applicability of the 
proposed model. Sensitivity analysis is conducted in Section 6 to examine the effects of 
some input parameters on decision variables of the proposed model. Section 7 concludes 
the research results. 
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2 Literature review 

In modern supply chain networks, VMI has become an interesting topic in inventory 
decision-making. VMI differs with the traditional inventory system. In the traditional 
inventory system, a retailer places an order based on their own interest. The vendor will 
fulfil the retailer order by delivering the product. In VMI, replenishment decision is 
delegated to the vendor. The vendor, therefore, monitors the retailer’s inventory level and 
makes corresponding replenishment decision. Hence, the vendor will know the real 
demand and he does not rely on the retailer order which may not be the real demand. 

Some research works related to VMI system have been conducted. The research 
works on VMI can be classified as one vendor-one retailer system and one  
vendor-multiple retailers system. The demand pattern can be considered as deterministic 
or stochastic. Research works on VMI have grown from one vendor-one retailer system 
into one vendor – multiple retailer system and from deterministic demand into stochastic 
demands. This paper focuses on VMI models with one vendor and multiple retailers 
system under stochastic demand. Therefore, VMI research papers for one vendor and 
multiple retailers system under stochastic and deterministic demand are reviewed in this 
paper. 

Related to the VMI research works with one vendor and multiple retailers system 
under deterministic demand, Lu (1995) focused on minimising the vendor’s total annual 
cost. The objective is subject to the maximum cost that the buyer may be prepared to pay. 
Viswanathan and Piplani (2001) introduced the benefit of common replenishment epochs 
in coordinating supply chain inventories. This research work concluded that below a 
given threshold value of the vendor’s order processing costs, common replenishment 
strategy actually led to the increase of vendor’s and total system costs. Woo et al. (2001) 
analysed an inventory system of one vendor and multi retailers where the single vendor is 
a manufacturer. The vendor and the buyers planned to establish new ordering systems 
(e.g., EDI-based ordering systems) between them to reduce the ordering cost. The authors 
mentioned that the vendor and all buyers could share substantial cost savings from this 
ordering cost reduction investment. Zhang et al. (2007) expanded the work of Woo et al. 
(2001). They developed a model in which the cycle times for all buyers/retailers and the 
vendor were not the same. Compared to Woo et al. (2001), the proposed model can help 
to reach smaller joint total cost. Nachiappan and Jawahar (2007) formulated 
mathematical model to maximise the system profit and find the optimal contract price 
between the vendor and buyers. A genetic algorithm was proposed to find the optimal 
solution of the model and LINGO was used to find optimal sales quantity. The results 
showed that VMI helps to increase the supply chain profit. Yu et al. (2009a) focused on 
how the vendor can take advantage of market and inventory information for increasing 
his own profit by using a Stackelberg game in a VMI model. The Stackelberg equilibrium 
was utilised to maximise the vendor’s and the retailer’s profits. They concluded that the 
vendor and the retailer can increase their profits by the cooperative contract. Yu et al. 
(2009b) analysed the interaction between a manufacturer and his retailers to optimise 
their individual net profits by considering advertising, pricing, and inventory factors. A 
Stackelberg game has also been used to find the Stackelberg equilibrium. An analysis 
was conducted to examine what actions should be taken if the prices of raw materials or 
holding costs increase. Zavanella and Zanoni (2009) studied consignment stock (CS) 
policy for a single-vendor and multiple-buyer to determine the replenishment decisions. 
In this research work, the system cycle is defined as the period from when the vendor 
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incurs one setup activity until when the vendor produces enough to satisfy all the 
demand. This research considered two scenarios, i.e., order emission cost for each buyer 
was more than set up cost incurred by the vendor and the contrary scenarios. An 
analytical model was derived to help solve the problem. Sadeghi et al. (2014a) proposed a 
VMI model which is an extension of Zavanella and Zanoni (2009) work by including 
optimisation of route delivery and total production system reliability. This research 
proposed a VMI model for one vendor and multiple retailers so as to minimise the total 
supply chain costs and to maximise the production system reliability using the approach 
of redundancy allocation problem (RAP). Genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal 
solution and simulated annealing is employed to speed up the searching process. In 
another research work, Sadeghi et al. (2014b) also proposed a VMI model as the 
extension of Zavanella and Zanoni (2009) research work. The objective was to minimise 
total inventory and transportation cost. Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) was used to 
find the optimal solution. Also, genetic algorithms (GA) and local search were used to 
speed up the searching process. Darwish and Odah (2010) focused on the operating 
policies for the vendor and retailers with the objective of minimising the total cost of 
supply chain. The research developed a model for a single-vendor multi-retailer supply 
chain under VMI where VMI contractual was explicitly included. The authors found that 
the vendor tends to replenish the retailer more frequently if the vendor ordering cost 
increases. On the other hand, if the vendor holding cost increases, the shipment size first 
increases and then decreases. An efficient algorithm was developed to find the global 
optimal solution. Almehdawe and Mantin (2010) also analysed one manufacturer and 
multiple retailers system under VMI. A Stackelberg game was used to model the 
problem. Two scenarios were examined in which the first scenario is the case where the 
manufacturer is the leader, and the second scenario is the case where one retailer is a 
dominant player. The objective was to maximise each player profits. The results showed 
that the existence of a dominance retailer will help to increase supply chain efficiency 
when the lowest market scale among retailers occurs and the manufacturer always prefer 
to be the leader due to higher profits. Chen et al. (2010) proposed VMI models for profit 
maximisation problem. Equilibrium analysis was conducted for cooperative and  
non-cooperative settings. Three conditions were compared. They are wholesale  
price-only, VMI, and VMI-consignment. A Stackelberg game was also used to model the 
problems. It has been found that non-cooperative settings tend to increase prices, less 
stock and lower profits. Shao et al. (2011) proposed a VMI model for non-cooperative 
supply chain with one vendor and several retailers. The profit maximisation was analysed 
by determining wholesale price, marketing cost, replenishment cycle, and backorder 
quantity. Sue-Ann et al. (2012) dealt with one vendor and many buyers under VMI 
policy. PSO and a hybrid of genetic algorithm-artificial immune system (GA-AIS) were 
used to find the optimal sales quantity, sales price and contract price in order to maximise 
the supply chain profit. It has been conducted through numerical experiments that PSO 
performs better than GA-AIS. Yu et al. (2012) studied how to manage the system-wide 
inventories of fast deteriorating raw material and slow deteriorating product. This 
research work developed an integrated model to analyse the total inventory and 
deterioration cost for such a system. A golden search algorithm was developed to help 
find the optimal solution of the model. The authors found that the deteriorating rate of the 
product affects the total cost while the deteriorating rate of raw material has less impact 
on the total cost. Hariga et al. (2013) proposed a model for a single vendor and multiple 
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retailers system. The authors proposed a cost efficient heuristic to solve the problem. It 
was concluded that the heuristic algorithm gained greater cost savings. Pasandideh et al. 
(2014) designed a fair contract used to optimise the profit of the manufacturer and 
retailers. GAMS software was used to determine the optimal solution of the model. 
Hariga et al. (2014) proposed a VMI model for one vendor and multiple retailers which 
consider upper stock limits at retailers and overstock cost for exceeding these upper 
limits. Heuristic procedure was developed to generate the delivery schedules. Equal size 
shipment was considered in this research with the objective is to determine the optimal 
vendor cycle time and the number of replenishments to each retailer. Both common and 
various replenishment retailer cycles were compared in this paper. The results showed 
that VMI performs better than non-VMI. Mateen and Chatterjee (2015) also proposed 
VMI models for one vendor and multiple retailers to analyse different policies, i.e., equal 
size shipment with various retailer cycle times, equal size shipment with the same retailer 
cycle time, maintaining the same retailer inventory level by the vendor synchronising 
system, and increasing batch size shipment with the same retailer cycle time. Analytical 
technique was used to solve the models. The results showed that the benefit of VMI 
depends on the operating condition, the replenishment policy is an important factor for 
optimising the system, and the benefits due to VMI are not distributed same for all 
members in the system. Darwish et al. (2015) proposed VMI models which incorporated 
quality aspect into the proposed models. Decentralised and centralised model were 
developed. The results showed that the supply chain with centralised system performs 
better than decentralised system in term of profit. 

Related to the VMI research works with one vendor and multiple retailers system 
under stochastic demand, Banerjee and Banerjee (1994) investigated a model for one 
vendor and multiple buyers/retailers under stochastic demand and lead time. Cachon 
(2001) investigated the competitive and cooperation behaviour in the supply chain 
inventory game. The objective was to minimise backorder penalty cost and inventory 
carrying cost. Egri and Váncza (2013) focused on asymmetric private information of 
demand and cost. This paper described the general mechanism in which inventory 
planning was done according to the newsvendor model. The results showed that the 
coordination protocol needs no independent decision maker for guaranteeing truthfulness 
and efficiency of the network. Mutlu and Cetinkaya (2010) proposed a VMI model for 
one vendor and multiple retailers which focus on integrated models for inventory and 
transportation policy. The challenge in this research was to balance transportation scale 
economies and penalty of delaying order shipments because of shipment consolidation. 
Wong et al. (2009) dealt with a VMI model for one supplier and multiple retailers system 
with a sales rebate contract. Retailers were considered independent with demand function 
sensitive only to their own price and depend on all retailers’ prices. It has been observed 
that the supplier gains more profit with competing retailers. Zhao et al. (2010) proposed a 
VMI model to integrate ordering and delivering decisions for a coal delivery problem. 
Markov decision process was used to develop the model and modified policy iteration 
was used to find the optimal solution. Rad et al. (2014) compared the retailer managed 
inventory (RMI) and VMI. The models are developed for one vendor and two retailers 
system. The vendor costs consist of vendor raw material order costs, and production 
costs. Algorithms were developed to find optimal solutions. The results showed that VMI 
led to a greater reduction of total system costs than RMI. Choudhary and Shankar (2015) 
analysed the value of changing from information sharing to VMI under non-stationary 
stochastic demand. (R, S) policy was examined and the results showed that the benefits of 
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VMI depended on the order issuing efficiency. When the order issuing efficiency is high, 
the benefits of VMI were maximised. Mateen et al. (2015) proposed a VMI model for 
one vendor and multiple retailers under stochastic demand to minimise expected total 
system costs. (s, S) policy was applied in the proposed model. Approximation and 
simulation were used to find the optimal solutions. Shortages were considered in the 
proposed model by delivering based on equal stock out probability. 

In this research, we extend Darwish and Odah (2010) research work. In that research, 
the authors developed a VMI model with one vendor and multiple retailer system. They 
considered deterministic demand in their research and analysed a VMI model in which 
the vendor replenishes the retailers at the same time and the product quantities to be 
delivered to the retailer are constant. Due to the fact that customer demands are 
stochastic, there is a need to extend Darwish and Odah (2010) research work by 
considering stochastic demand. Therefore, this research proposes a VMI model for one 
vendor and multiple retailers system under stochastic demand in which the proposed 
model settings for replenishment time and the quantity of product to be delivered to the 
retailer are the same as in the research of Darwish and Odah (2010). (t, q) policy will be 
used in our proposed model. The developed model will help the vendor to determine the 
retailer’s lot size (q), the number of replenishments in a vendor cycle, the retailer’s cycle 
time (t) and the vendor’s lot size. The model aim is to minimise the expected total system 
cost. 

3 Model development 

This research focuses on VMI for one vendor and multiple retailers system. We considers 
a vendor who places an order to his upstream member periodically and then the vendor 
delivers the order quantity in multiple lots with smaller size to his downstream members, 
i.e., retailers, in one replenishment cycle. 

It is noted that demands at all retailers are stochastic and all retailer’s demands are 
assumed to follow Poisson distribution. The retailer’s inventory position will be reduced 
gradually due to stochastic demand. For all retailers, equal cycle time is applied for 
inventory replenishment mechanism. 

This research is conducted for a single non-deteriorating product. We assume that 
delivery lead time from vendor to all retailers is negligible. The inventory policy 
considers shortage as lost sales and there is a lost sales cost which is incurred to the 
system when shortages occur. 

The objective of this research is to find the optimal value of some interested  
decision variables so as to minimise the expected total system cost by use of  
simulation-optimisation technique. The variables are as follows. 

1 lot size of each retailer (qj) 

2 the vendor’s order lot size (Q) 

3 the number of replenishments in a vendor cycle (n) 

4 the retailer cycle time (t) 

For details, the system behaviour is described as follows. 
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1 The system starts with a vendor placing order to his external supplier with ample 
capacity every (T) time units. The vendor’s order lot size is Q units. 

2 There are a number of replenishments to the retailers in a vendor cycle. The vendor 
delivers q units of product every t time units to all retailers. The retailer’s lot sizes 
(qj) are proportional to their average demand. 

3 There are m retailers in the system. 

The system is described in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Vendor-retailers system 

 

The relations between the retailer’s cycle time (t), the vendor’s cycle time (T), the total 
retailer’s lot size (q), the vendor’s lot size (Q) and number of replenishments in a vendor 
cycle (n) are shown as follows. 

*T n t  (1) 

*Q n q  (2) 

Demand of all retailers follows Poisson distribution with D as the average total demand 
of all retailers per time unit. Due to retailer’s lot sizes are proportional to their average 
demands (Dj), the relation between the total retailer’s lot size (q) and each retailer’s lot 
size (qj) are shown as follows. 

1

m

j
j

q q  (3) 

j j

q D
q D

 (4) 

The following notations will be used throughout this research: 

Q vendor’s order lot size 

q total retailer’s lot size 

qj lot size of retailer j 

T vendor cycle time 

t retailer cycle time 
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n number of replenishments in a vendor cycle 

m number of retailers in the system 

AVO average vendor order cost (VOC) per time unit 

VOC VOC per order 

CVH unit holding cost at the vendor site ($/unit/time unit) 

TV vendor holding cost in a vendor cycle 

ATV average vendor holding cost per time unit 

Dc delivery cost to all retailers per time unit 

Cd delivery cost to all retailers per delivery 

BIPij retailer j’s beginning inventory position in cycle i 

EIPij retailer j’s ending inventory position in cycle i 

Dij demand of retailer j for cycle i 

RHCij the holding cost of retailer j per time unit in cycle i 

t1ij time at which the inventory position of retailer j in cycle i equals to 0, if 
happen 

HR unit holding cost at retailer site ($/unit/time unit) 

ERHCj expected holding cost of retailer j per time unit 

ERHC expected holding cost of all retailers per time unit 

RLCij lost sales cost of retailer j per time unit in cycle i 

LS unit cost of lost sales ($/unit) 

ERLC expected lost sales cost of all retailers per time unit 

ERLCj expected lost sales cost of retailer j per time unit 

D average demand of all retailers per time unit 

Dj average demand of retailer j per time unit 

SUij shortage amount of retailer j in cycle i 

uj maximum allocated space limit of retailer j on inventory level (unit) 

CP unit penalty cost of violating the maximum allocated space limit at retailers 
($/unit) 

RPCij penalty cost of violating the maximum allocated space limit at retailer j per 
time unit in cycle i 

ERPCj expected penalty cost at retailer j per time unit 

ERPC total expected penalty cost per time unit. 
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3.1 System modelling 

This research focuses on development of a VMI model for one vendor and multiple 
retailers system to help minimise the expected total system cost. The total system cost 
consists of costs at vendor and costs at retailers. At vendor, the total cost includes VOC, 
vendor holding cost, and delivery cost. At retailers, the total cost includes holding cost, 
lost sales cost and penalty cost. It is noted that all system costs are paid by the vendor. 
Therefore, the penalty cost at retailer is the additional expense that the retailer will charge 
the vendor to temporarily allocate additional space if the beginning inventory level at a 
retailer cycle exceeds the pre-allocated space. 

3.2 Costs at vendor 

VOC is incurred one time in a vendor cycle. The average vendor order (AVO) cost per 
time unit is calculated as VOC divided by the length of a vendor cycle (T). 

*
VOC VOCAVO

T n t
 (5) 

The vendor inventory position is gradually reduced due to the delivery of product from 
the vendor to retailers as illustrated in Figure 2 when the number of replenishments 
equals to three. 

Figure 2 Vendor inventory position 

 

The total vendor holding cost in a vendor cycle (TV) is calculated as follows. 

* *( ) *( 2 ) ( 1)

( 1)* * * *
2

V VH

V VH

T C t Q q t Q q t Q n q

nT C t q n
 (6) 
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From the above expression, the average total vendor holding cost per time unit (ATV) can 
be determined as. 

( 1)* * * * *2 ( 1)
* 2

VH
V VH

V

nC t q nT C qAT n
T n t

 (7) 

Delivery cost is also incurred one time per delivery. So, the delivery cost per time unit 
(Dc) will be the delivery cost per delivery (Cd) divided by retailer cycle time (t). 

d
c

CD
t

 (8) 

3.3 Costs at retailer 

For determination of costs at retailers, the simulation model developed in this research 
will observe some data. 

1 Retailer j’s beginning inventory position in cycle i (BIPij). BIPij is defined as the 
retailer j’s inventory position right after a replenishment at the beginning of cycle i. 

2 Retailer j’s ending inventory position in cycle i (EIPij). EIPij is defined as the retailer 
j inventory position just before replenishment at the end of cycle i. 

3 Demand of retailer j for cycle i (Dij). Dij is the stochastic demand at retailer j in cycle 
i and its value will be generated through simulation process. 

This research simulates 40 retailer cycles. The following procedure is used. 

a For the first retailer cycle, the retailer j’s beginning inventory position equals to the 
corresponding retailer’s lot size. 

1 j jBIP q  (9) 

For the next cycles, the retailer j’s beginning inventory position in cycle i equals the 
retailer j’s ending inventory position in cycle (i – 1) plus the retailer j’s lot size. 

( 1)ij i j jBIP EIP q  (10) 

b Demand of the retailer j in cycle i (Dij) follows Poison distribution with parameter  
Dj * t. Dj is the average demand of retailer j per unit of time. 

c Ending retailer j’s inventory position in cycle i (EIPij) is determined as follows. 

0,ij ij ijEIP Max BIP D  (11) 

d Shortage amount of retailer j at the end of cycle i, SUij, is determined as follows. 

0,ij ij ijSU Max D BIP  (12) 

e Repeat step a to d for 40 cycles. However, the first 10 cycles are considered as warm 
up period, only the results of the last 30 cycles are used for data collection purpose. 
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For analysing costs at retailer, this research employed the expected path approach 
(Hadley and Whiten, 1963; Moinzadeh and Nahmias, 1998) by considering all possible 
cases that are likely to occur in a replenishment cycle. Follow that approach, if the 
expected retailer’s inventory position at the end of a cycle is considered, there are two 
possible scenarios related to the ending inventory position in a retailer cycle (EIPij). 

a the first scenario is the case when the ending inventory position equals to 0, due to 
shortages are not backlogged 

b the second scenario is the ending inventory position is more than 0. 

The above scenarios can be described in Figures 3 and 4. 

Figure 3 The first scenario 

 

Figure 4 The second scenario 

 

For the first scenario, the holding cost of retailer j per time unit in cycle i (RHCij) is 
calculated as follows. 

1*
*

2
ij ij

ij
BIP t

RHC HR
t

 (13) 

where 

1
1

1

*ij ij ij
ij

ij ij ij ij

BIP t BIP t
t

D BIP t t D
 (14) 

So, 
2 2*

* *
2* * 2

ij ij
ij

ij ij

BIP t BIP
RHC HR HR

t D D
 (15) 
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For the second scenario, the holding cost of retailer j per time unit in cycle i (RHCij) is 
calculated as follows. 

2
*

2*

ij ij

ij

BIP D
t

RHC HR
t

 (16) 

2
*

2
ij ij

ij
BIP D

RHC HR  (17) 

For both scenarios, the general formula for the holding cost of retailer j per time unit in 
cycle i (RHCij) is expressed as follows. 

0,
*

0,
2 1

ij ij ij
ij

ij ij

ij

BIP Max BIP D
RHC HR

Min BIP D
BIP

 (18) 

where HR is unit cost of holding retailer stock ($/unit/time unit). 
Hence, the expected holding cost of retailer j per time unit (ERHCj) and the total 

expected holding cost of all retailers per time unit (ERHC) is calculated as follows. 
40

11

30
iji

j

RHC
ERHC  (19) 

1

m

j
j

ERHC ERHC  (20) 

The lost sales cost of retailer j for cycle i (RLCij) is calculated as the accumulated 
shortage amount at the end of the cycle multiplied by unit cost of lost sales. Therefore, 
lost sales cost of retailer j per time unit for cycle i (RLCij) and expected lost sales cost of 
retailer j per time unit (ERLCij) are calculated as follows. 

0,
*

ij ij
ij

Max D BIP
RLC LS

t
 (21) 

40

11

30
iji

j

RLC
ERLC  (22) 

where LS is unit cost of lost sales ($/unit). 
Hence, expected lost sales cost of all retailers per time unit (ERLC) is calculated as 

follows. 

1

m

j
j

ERLC ERLC  (23) 

The penalty cost at retailer j in cycle i (RPCij) is charged when the retailer’s beginning 
inventory position is over the maximum allocated space. There are two possible scenarios 
that may occur for the beginning inventory position of retailer j in cycle i (BIPij), i.e. 
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a The first scenario is when the beginning inventory position is less than the maximum 
allocated space limit at retailer j (BIPij < uj). There will be no penalty cost. 

b The second scenario is when the retailer beginning inventory position is greater than 
the maximum allocated space limit at retailer j (BIPij > uj). In this case, penalty cost 
will be charged. 

Therefore, the penalty cost at retailer j per time unit in cycle i (RPCij) and expected 
penalty cost at retailer j per time unit (ERPCj) are calculated as follows. 

0,
*

ij j
ij

Max BIP u
RPC CP

t
 (24) 

40

11

30
iji

j

RPC
ERPC  (25) 

where CP is unit cost of penalty ($/unit). 
Hence, total expected penalty cost at retailers per time unit (ERPC) is calculated as 

follows. 

1

m

j
j

ERPC ERPC  (26) 

3.4 Total system cost 

From the above analysis, we can determine the total system cost per time unit as follows. 

Total system cost V cAVO AT D ERHC ERLC ERPC  (27) 

3.5 Model implementation 

In the model, the decision variables that need to be determined are as follows. 

1 Number of replenishments in a vendor cycle (n). 

2 Total retailer’s lot size (q). 

Based on value of q, we can determine the lot size of each retailer j, which is 
proportional to the average demand of retailer j. 

3 Another decision variable is the retailer cycle time (t). 

4 Model optimisation 

This research develops a VMI model for one vendor and multiple retailers system under 
stochastic demand using (t, q) inventory policy in which a constant amount q will be 
delivered to the retailers in each retailer replenishment cycle of length t. The retailer’s lot 
sizes (qj) are proportional to the average demands. The objective of this research is to 
find the optimal value of the retailer’s lot size, the vendor’s order lot size, the retailer 
cycle time and the number of replenishments in a vendor cycle so as to minimise the 
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expected total system cost. Due to the complicated nature of the mathematical model 
representing the problem as seen before, analytical solution cannot be derived, and 
therefore, simulation-optimisation technique using genetic algorithm is employed to help 
find optimal solutions. In this research, @RISK and @RISKOptimizer, which are parts of 
Palisade Decision Tools Suite developed by Palisade Corporation, will be used for 
simulation model development and optimisation, respectively. It should be noted that 
genetic algorithm, which is embedded in @RISKOptimizer, will be used for finding 
optimal solutions of decision variables. 

For more details, the simulation-optimisation procedure is performed as follows: 

a Determine simulation parameters: maximum number of simulations, stopping criteria 
based on improvement, number of iterations in one simulation, genetic algorithm 
parameters (crossover rate and mutation rate). 

b Determine parameters for solution: initial solutions and solution ranges (for number 
of replenishment cycles in a vendor cycle, retailer cycle time, and retailer’s lot size). 

c Apply genetic algorithm: in this process, genetic algorithm will be employed to help 
search for the optimal solutions. Firstly, genetic algorithm generates an initial 
population of feasible solutions in form of chromosomes. The fitness of each 
chromosome will be evaluated by simulation. Then, the fittest chromosomes will be 
selected. Next, ‘offspring’ chromosomes will be created through crossover and 
mutation processes. The least-fit chromosomes of the population will then be 
replaced with better offspring chromosomes. 

d Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome generated by genetic algorithm using 
Monte Carlo simulation with Latin Hypercube sampling technique. A simulation run 
consists of many iterations. An iteration is started by generating the random demand 
for 40 retailer cycles. Some outputs are collected for each iteration. They are 
beginning inventory position of retailer j for cycle i (BIPij), customer demand of 
retailer j for cycle i (Dij), ending inventory position of retailer j for cycle i (EIPij), 
shortage amount of retailer j for cycle i (SUij), the holding cost at retailer j for cycle i 
(RHCij), the lost sales cost at retailer j for cycle i (RLCi) and the penalty cost at 
retailer j for cycle i (RPCij). Based on the observed data, the expected total system 
cost for the current simulation can be determined for the last 30 cycles. It is noted 
that this research simulates 40 cycles per iteration. However, the first 10 cycles are 
considered as warm up period, only the results of the last 30 cycles are used for data 
collection purpose. 

e The simulation process repeats until the maximum number of iterations has been 
reached. The statistics related to the distribution of the total system cost are collected 
and expected total system cost is determined. Another simulation will then be 
conducted if the stopping criterion is not met. 

f The simulation process will be stopped when the maximum number of simulations is 
reached or when the improvement is less than a pre-specified value (e.g., minimum 
improvement for continuing the simulation process is 0.01% in the last 500 
simulations). Statistics for all simulations and optimal solutions are determined at the 
end of the simulation process. 
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In step d., it should be noted that when we start running the simulation, we must assume a 
specific beginning inventory level for the first cycle, and hence, this first cycle and some 
later cycles should be ignored to ensure the randomness of the simulation model. 
However, there is no clear rule to set the length of the warm-up period. In principle, the 
longer the warm-up period, the more accurate result received from simulation model but 
the simulation time will be prolonged. In fact, we have conducted pilot test with various 
values of warm-up period and we found that the warm-up period of 10 cycles is good 
enough because there is no significant differences (statistically) between this settings 
with the other settings where warm-up period is more than 10 cycles. 

5 Numerical example 

In this section, we consider a one vendor and three retailers system. The input data are 
presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 
Table 1 Cost data 

Cost name Value Dimension 
Vendor order cost (VOC) 2,000 USD per order 
Vendor holding cost (CVH) 4 USD per unit per time unit 
Delivery cost (Cd) 200 USD per delivery 
Retailer holding cost (HR) 4 USD per unit per time unit 
Retailer lost sales cost (LS) 10 USD per unit 
Penalty cost (CP) 1 USD per unit 

Table 2 Average demands of retailers 

j Value Dimension 

1 50 Units per time unit 
2 100 Units per time unit 
3 150 Units per time unit 
Total 300 Units per time unit 

Table 3 Maximum allocated space limits of retailers 

j Allocated limit Dimension 
1 60 Units 
2 120 Units 
3 180 Units 

With the above input data, the maximum number of simulations is set to be 10,000 
simulations and the number of iterations is set to be 1,000 iterations per simulation. 
Those parameters have been selected after conducting pilot test and we see that setting 
higher values for these numbers will not help to improve the solution at all. 
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Due to the fact that genetic algorithm is employed, the range of decision variables 
should be provided for @RISKOPTIMIZER to start. These ranges are firstly set to be 
wide, and then, through pilot tests, the ranges will be narrowed down so that it can be 
expected that the optimal solutions are located within the ranges. After that, the 
simulation program will be run at full scale to determine the more precise optimal 
solutions. However, when the solution of any decision variable comes from simulation is 
at the lower bound or upper bound of the corresponding range, that range will be 
expanded and the simulation program will be run again. Solutions are acceptable only 
when located within the pre-specified ranges. For the problem under consideration, the 
initial solution for the number of replenishments (n) is set to be 1 with the range from 1 to 
5, the initial solution for the total retailer’s lot size (q) is set at the total average demand 
of all retailers per time unit with the range from 1 to 1,000, and the initial solution for the 
retailer cycle time (t) is set to be 1 with the range for from 1 to 5. 

Related to parameters of genetic algorithm, we use crossover rate of 0.5 and mutation 
rate of 0.1. These values are the recommended values for general purpose use in 
@RISKOPTIMIZER. In fact, we have tested with other combinations of crossover rate 
and mutation rate, but we do not see any advantage in comparison with the recommended 
values for these two parameters. Related to the size of initial population, we also tested 
with different values and then select 100 which give good performance in terms of 
convergence rate of genetic algorithm and simulation time. 

Related to stopping criterion for the simulation process, the simulation process will be 
stopped when the maximum number of simulations, i.e., 10,000, is reached or when the 
improvement is less than 0.01% in the last 500 simulations, whichever occurs first. 

With the above settings, the results received from the developed simulation – 
optimisation model for the problem under consideration are as follows: the optimal 
number of replenishments is 1, i.e., delivering one time in a vendor cycle; the optimal 
vendor’s lot size is 532 units; the optimal retailer cycle time is 2-time units; and retailer’s 
lot sizes are 89, 177, 266 units for retailers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The minimum 
expected total system cost is 2501.39 USD per time unit. 

6 Sensitivity analysis 

In this section, sensitivity analysis is conducted to examine the effects of input 
parameters on decision variables. The decision variables are the number of 
replenishments in a vendor cycle (n), each retailer’s lot size (qj), the vendor’s lot size (Q), 
and the retailer cycle time (t). The parameters of interest are VOC, unit holding cost at the 
vendor site (CVH), unit holding cost at retailer site (HR), unit cost of lost sales (LS), and 
unit cost of penalty (CP). 

6.1 Effect of VOC 

To study the effect of the VOC, this research conducts some experiments for selected 
values of the VOC ranging from 500 to 4,000 USD per vendor order. The results are 
summarised in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Sensitivity analysis w.r.t. VOC 

Vendor 
order cost  

Vendor 
order lot 

size 
 Number of 

replenishments  Retailer 
cycle time  

Total 
retailer 
lot size 

 Lot size of 
each retailer 

VOC  Q*  n*  t*  q  q1 q2 q3 

500  284  1  1  284  47 95 142 
1,000  285  1  1  285  48 95 143 
1,500  528  1  2  528  88 176 264 
2,00  532  1  2  532  89 177 266 
3,000  664  1  3  664  111 221 332 

From Table 4, it can be seen that when the VOC increases, the vendor’s lot size 
increases. In addition, the retailer cycle time increases when the vendor delivers more. 
The above trend looks reasonable because when VOC increases the vendor should reduce 
his order frequency. This leads to the fact that the vendor’s order lot size should increase 
to fulfil the demand in each order cycle. As a consequence, the total retailer’s lot size and 
the retailer cycle time should be increased if the number of replenishments remains 
unchanged. It also means that each retailer’s lot size should increase as the VOC 
increases. 

6.2 Effect of CVH 

To study the effect of the vendor holding cost, this research conducts some experiments 
for selected values of the vendor holding cost ranging from 0.5 to 4 USD per unit per 
time unit. The results are summarised in Table 5. 
Table 5 Sensitivity analysis w.r.t. CVH 

Vendor 
holding 
cost 

 
Vendor 

order lot 
size 

 Number of 
replenishments  Retailer 

cycle time  
Total 

retailer 
lot size 

 Lot size of 
each retailer 

CVH  Q*  n*  t*  q  q1 q2 q3 
0.5  1,410  5  1  282  47 94 141 
1  1,124  4  1  281  47 94 141 
2  843  3  1  281  47 94 141 
3  568  2  1  284  47 95 142 
4  532  1  2  532  89 177 266 

From Table 5, it can be seen that when the vendor holding cost increases, the vendor’s 
order lot size and the number of replenishments decrease, i.e., the vendor tends to reduce 
the number of replenishments in a vendor cycle. This trend is understandable because 
when the vendor holding cost increases, the vendor should reduce his order lot size, and 
as a result, the number of replenishments to the retailers in one vendor cycle should be 
reduced. In addition, the retailer cycle time increases when the vendor starts to deliver 
more than total retailer average demand per time unit, i.e., the vendor delivers more than 
300 units per retailer cycle. This trend is understandable because when the total retailer’s 
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lot size is more than the average demand of all retailers, the retailer cycle time should be 
increased to avoid overstock in a retailer cycle. 

It is noted that for the vendor holding cost equals to 0.5 USD per unit per time unit, 
the simulation was run by extending the range of number of replenishments to [1, 10] 
instead of [1, 5]. It is done because the solution reaches the maximum value in the initial 
range of the number of replenishments in a vendor cycle. 

6.3 Effect of HR 

To study the effect of the retailer holding cost, this research conducts some experiments 
for selected values of the retailer holding cost ranging from 1 to 5 USD per unit per time 
unit. The results are summarised in Table 6. 
Table 6 Sensitivity analysis w.r.t. HR 

Retailer 
holding 
cost 

 
Vendor 

order lot 
size 

 Number of 
replenishments  Retailer 

cycle time  
Total 

retailer 
lot size 

 Lot size of 
each retailer 

HR  Q*  n*  t*  q  q1 q2 q3 
1  573  1  2  573  96 191 287 
2  566  1  2  556  94 189 283 
3  550  1  2  550  92 183 275 
4  532  1  2  532  89 177 266 
5  499  1  2  499  83 166 250 

From Table 6, it can be seen that when the retailer holding cost increases, the retailer’s 
and vendor’s lot sizes decrease. This trend is understandable because when the retailer 
holding cost increases, the total retailer’s lot size should be reduced. This also means 
each retailer’s lot size decreases. Consequently, the vendor’s order lot size decreases if 
the number of replenishments and the retailer cycle time remain unchanged. 

6.4 Effect of retailer LS cost 

To study the effect of the retailer lost sales cost, this research conducts some experiments 
for selected values of the retailer lost sales cost ranging from 9 to 11 USD per unit. The 
results are summarised in Table 7. 
Table 7 Sensitivity analysis w.r.t. LS cost 

Retailer 
lost cost  

Vendor 
order lot 

size 
 Number of 

replenishments  Retailer 
cycle time  

Total 
retailer 
lot size 

 Lot size of 
each retailer 

LS  Q*  n*  t*  q  q1 q2 q3 
9  516  1  2  516  86 172 258 
9.5  527  1  2  527  86 176 264 
10  532  1  2  532  89 177 266 
10.5  534  1  2  534  89 178 267 
11  540  1  2  540  90 180 270 
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From Table 7, it can be seen that the total retailer’s lot size and the vendor’s lot size 
increase when the retailer lost sales cost increases. This also means that each retailer’s lot 
size increases. This trend is understandable because when the lost sales cost increases, the 
total retailer’s lot size and each retailer’s lot size should be increased to avoid lost sales 
cost due to shortages. Consequently, the vendor should increase his order lot size if the 
number of replenishments and the retailer cycle time remain unchanged. 

6.5 Effect of CP 

To study the effect of the penalty cost, this research conducts some experiments for 
selected values of the penalty cost ranging from 0.25 to 1.5 USD per unit. The results are 
summarised in Table 8. 
Table 8 Sensitivity analysis w.r.t. CP 

Penalty 
cost  

Vendor 
order lot 

size 
 Number of 

replenishments  Retailer 
cycle time  

Total 
retailer 
lot size 

 Lot size of 
each retailer 

PC  Q*  n*  t*  q  q1 q2 q3 

0.25  541  1  2  541  90 180 271 
0.5  538  1  2  538  90 179 269 
0.75  537  1  2  537  90 179 269 
1  532  1  2  532  89 177 266 
1.25  527  1  2  527  88 176 264 
1.5  525  1  2  525  88 175 263 

From Table 8, it can be seen that the total retailer’s lot size and the vendor’s lot size 
decrease when the penalty cost increases. This also means that each retailer’s lot size 
decreases. This trend is understandable because when the penalty cost increases, the 
retailer’s lot size and each retailer’s lot size should be reduced to avoid penalty cost due 
to product overstock. As a consequence, the vendor should reduce his order lot size if the 
number of replenishments and the retailer cycle time remain unchanged. 

7 Conclusions 

This research developed a VMI model for one vendor and multiple retailers system under 
stochastic demand in which the vendor monitors the retailer’s inventory position and 
makes corresponding replenishment decision. (t, q) policy is used in our proposed model. 
The main targets of this research is to determine the number of replenishments in a 
vendor cycle, each retailer’s lot size, the retailer cycle time, and the vendor’s lot size in 
order to minimise the expected total system cost. For solution purpose, this research 
employs simulation-optimisation technique using genetic algorithm to find optimal 
solutions. Sensitivity analyses are also conducted to examine the effects of some input 
parameters on the optimal solutions. 

There are some observations from the results of this research. Firstly, the vendor 
should increase his lot size and reduce his order frequency when the VOC increase. 
Secondly, the vendor order lot size and the number of replenishments should be reduced 
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when the vendor holding cost increases. In addition, the retailer cycle time increases 
when the vendor starts to deliver more than total retailer average demand per time unit. 
Thirdly, the retailer’s and vendor’s lot sizes should be reduced when the retailer holding 
cost increases. Fourthly, the retailer’s lot size and the vendor’s lot size should be 
increased when the retailer lost sales cost increases in order to avoid lost sales cost due to 
shortages. At last, the retailer’s lot size and the vendor’s lot size should be decreased 
when the retailer penalty increases to avoid penalty cost due to product overstock. 

For future research, this research can be extended in some ways. Firstly, the proposed 
model was designed for one vendor and multiple retailers systems. The future research 
may consider multiple vendors and multiple retailers system as an extension of the 
proposed model. On the other hand, the delivery and holding cost are same for all 
retailers in the current research. This cost may be differed for each retailer in the future 
research. Furthermore, the delivery/transportation cost may be incorporated in the total 
cost function. Another issue that needs to be addressed is the allocation of delivery 
amount in a retailer replenishment cycle to each retailer. In the current research, we 
assumed that this amount is allocated proportionally based on the average demand of 
each retailer. Other allocation schemes should be considered. The model can also be 
expanded to consider different replenishment cycles for different retailers in one vendor 
cycle. 
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